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and briTisH naTionaL curricuLuM FraMeWorks

Introduction: The presence and the content of climate education in national curriculum 
frameworks gains growing attention of researchers all over the world. climate education 
addresses challenges of climate crisis and is an important part of ecological transformation 
in advanced economies. Research Aim: The aim of the study was to compare polish core 
curriculum and english national curriculum, in terms of presence climate change educa-
tion in curricula’s content. Method: Material of the study were 2 documents: the polish core 
curriculum and english national curriculum. The study was limited to key stages 1–3 in the 
national curriculum which corresponds with kindergarten and primary school level in the 
polish core curriculum. content analysis was conducted using a categorisation key, with 
a set of words characteristic for a climate change concept. Results: climate change is absent 
in studied curriculum standards. only 3 out of 19 keywords were present in polish base cur-
riculum, whereas in english national curriculum – 5 of them. in both cases keywords did 
not demonstrate direct reference to climate change. Conclusion: both studied documents are 
devoid of climate change education. The national curriculum seems to be better in meeting 
the challenge of climate education, but differences are minor. The result may be caused by 
centralisation and politicization of the procedure of constructing both the studied documents, 
which may be an obstacle for introducing new aspects of knowledge and attitudes. political 
context of the omission of climate change education in the national curriculum needs further 
studies under the concept of null curriculum of elliot eisner.

Keywords: national curriculum framework, climate education, environmental education, 
politicization of construction a curriculum, educational policy
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inTroducTion

climate change education (cce) is an important element of environmental edu-
cation and is perceived as key to addressing climate change and more generally, 
ecological crisis. Five un assessment reports of intergovernmental panel on 
climate change (ipcc), which have been published till now, in 1990, 1996, 2001, 
2007, and 20141 provided large body of evidence on ecological crisis and climate 
change: their possible effects, how they have been caused by human activity, and 
how humans might mitigate them or adapt to. in between, special reports were 
published including the last one, widely cited, on the effects of global warming 
of 1.5°c which envisions global ecological catastrophe if immediate and radical 
steps against climate change are not taken (ipcc, 2019).

necessary measures to combat climate change phenomenon are based on 
circular economy, low carbon technologies, green energy, sustainable style of lives 
and policies which popularise them through “green” legislation. This green path 
of development, leading to more sustainable world, called “ecological transfor-
mation”, is based on innovations and advanced technologies of industry 4.0, and 
needs highly educated society, with core knowledge on environment and climate 
change mechanisms, as well as equipped with high-level skills, such as creativity, 
critical thinking, out of the box thinking. sustainability needs also change in the 
ecological paradigm, from anthropocentric into more biocentric, community-
thinking one. it is clear, that education may play an important role in this change; 
moreover, the change is impossible without proper educational policy. 

according to unesco, “[e]ducation is crucial to promote climate action. it 
helps people understand and address the impacts of the climate crisis, empower-
ing them with the knowledge, skills, values and attitudes needed to act as agents 
of change” (unesco, n.d.)

climate education and raising environmental awareness of the society is an 
obligation for parties of united nations Framework convention on climate change 
(unFccc) which entered into force in March 1994. currently, 197 countries are 
parties to the convention; the uk ratified the convention as early as on 8 decem-
ber 1993 and poland – on 28 July 1994 (‘united nation climate change. status of 
ratification of the convention’, n.d.), so provisions of it have been obligatory for 
both states for almost 30 years. several international work programs facilitating 
education on climate change were undertaken since then under unFccc umbrella, 
in reference to art. 6 of the convention, which was dedicated to education. They 

1 The last, sixth report is under work and will be published in 2022, but several special and 
methodology reports which are part of it have been just published and are available at the ipcc 
website: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/ [access: 14.04.2021].
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were initiated during global summits – conferences of parties to the convention 
(cops). Widely known examples of them are: united nations alliance on climate 
change education, Training and public awareness, established during cop 18 in 
doha in 2012 and art. 12 of paris agreement, enhancing the importance of art. 6 
of unFccc and the role of education in addressing climate change, which was 
accepted during cop 21 in 2015 in paris (kolleck, Well, sperzel, Jörgens, 2017). 

both poland and the uk, while preparing their national curricula which are 
now in force, were also obliged to follow the european union (eu) policies on 
climate change, which had been initiated dozens of years ago and currently are 
very high on the eu political agenda (Forging a climate-resilient europe – the new 
eu strategy on adaptation to climate change, 2021). There are also european 
commission initiatives on education on climate change in the eu, e.g. european 
climate pact (‘european commission. energy, climate change and environment. 
european climate pact’, n.d.) or education for climate coalition (‘european 
commission. education for climate coalition’, n.d.), which empower schools, 
teachers, and environmentalists in their projects for climate.

regardless of the fact that none of the above-mentioned un or eu educa-
tional programs or initiatives refers to national curricula, revision of the content 
of public education seems to be a natural consequence of green shift in states’ 
development. alan reid (2018) notices, referring to un educational programs 
for sustainable development and changing of ecological paradigm in thinking 
on humans’ attitude to environment, that “[t]hese movement of thought and their 
related foci for action have not gone unnoticed in the field of curriculum studies. 
directly and indirectly, they both underscore and implicate a re-visioning and 
re-purposing of curriculum in environmental education and education more 
broadly” (reid, 2018, p. 7). on the other hand, education for sustainability and 
particularly, climate change education, although it is so important for world’s 
safety in future, happens to be perceived as “controversial” (nicholls, stevenson, 
2015; portney, 2015), and because of that is not treated in the same way as other 
fields of expertise. it is why i decided to examine, if and how climate change is 
present in national curriculum standards. 

i chose poland and england, because both the countries have got a national 
curriculum and in both it is a legislative document, proposed by government, 
then publicly negotiated, and accepted at the highest political level of government 
(poland) or government and the parliament (uk). it suggests similar philosophy 
of education, which is behind, as a tool of political agenda. as such, curriculum is 
an element of national policy in education and may easily integrate international 
obligations, such as these derived from unFccc or eu strategic documents. 
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researcH aiM and QuesTion

The aim of the study was a comparison of polish core curriculum and the na-
tional curriculum for england, in terms of presence of climate change education 
in curricula’s content. 

The question was, if and how cce was represented in each document. 

researcH MeTHod and saMpLe cHaracTerisTics

content analysis of public documents was conducted. The documents were: 
1. regulation of polish Minister of national education from 24 February 2017 

on core curriculum for kindergarten and primary school – rozporządzenie 
Ministra edukacji narodowej w sprawie podstawy programowej wychow-
ania przedszkolnego oraz podstawy programowej kształcenia ogólnego dla 
szkoły podstawowej […] (dziennik ustaw z dnia 24 lutego 2017, poz. 356).

2. The national curriculum in england. Framework document. department 
for education, december 2014 (‘The national curriculum’, n.d.).

core curriculum for kindergarten and primary school of poland was derived 
directly from legislative act published in the law data basis of polish sejm (isap 
– internetowy system aktów prawnych, n.d.), which is free and most up to date 
source of legislative documents in poland.

british national curriculum was obtained from the government website for 
the national curriculum (‘The national curriculum’, n.d.).

The analyses encompassed curriculum for the key stages 1–3 in the uk (stu-
dents aged 4–14) and kindergarten and primary school, stages 1–2 in poland 
(students aged 3–15). The relation between age of pupils and stages of education 
in the british and polish educational systems is pictured in Table 1.
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Table 1.
Organisation of educational system in Poland and England (ISCED 1–2) 

united kingdom poland

age (years)
key stages  

in education  
in england

year of obligatory 
education

educational stages in poland
year of 

obligatory 
education

4–5 primary school reception class
kindergarten

5–6

k-1

1

6–7 2
grade “0”

primary school reception class
1

stage 1
early school education

(grades i–iii of primary 
school)

2
7–8

k-2

3 3

8–9 4 4

9–10 5
stage 2

Teaching by subject
(grades iV–Viii 

of primary school)

5
10–11 6 6
11–12

k-3
7 7

12–13 8 8
13–14 9 9

source of data: https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/eurydice/national-description_en [ac-
cess: 22.06.2021].

procedure oF anaLysis

both curricula were examined using a set of keywords, combined from 2 categorisa-
tion keys. The first one was taken from the work on the place of climate change in 
education system of singapore (chang, pascua, 2017). The authors looked for links 
between policies on climate change and programmatic curriculum in the country. The 
words were: climate change, global warming, enhanced greenhouse effect, carbon cycle / 
footprint, fossil fuels, energy. To this set, i added: climate crisis, greenhouse gases, green-
house gases emissions, climate change impacts / mitigation / adaptation, deforestation, 
reforestation, planetary boundaries / environmental limits, ecological transformation, 
sustainability, sustainable development, sustainable style of life, ecological conscious-
ness. This complement was based partly on the categorisation key which i used in the 
previous study on environmental education in the polish core curriculum (kozłowska, 
2021), and partly on the basis of compact publications on climate change and ecologi-
cal crisis (budziszewska, kardaś, bohdanowicz, 2021; giddens, sutton, 2017; Maslin, 
2014) which were also used for proper translation of the terms applied in the key.
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both curriculum documents were searched according to keywords in their pdF 
versions. if a keyword was found, quality analysis was conducted to understand 
the context in which it was used. in the second round of the analysis, synonyms or 
equivalent expressions connected to the concept of climate change were searched, 
to be sure of results. 

resuLTs

Table 2. 
Keywords table and results of searching

no.
The national curriculum (england) core curriculum (poland)

keyword*
number of mentions 

and the context
keyword (pL)

number of mentions 
and the context

1
climate change /  

climate crisis

k-3 / science/ 
 chemistry / earth 

and atmosphere / the 
production of carbon 

dioxide by human 
activity and the impact 

on climate (p. 207)

zmiana klimatu 0

2 global warming 0 globalne ocieplenie 0
3 greenhouse gases 0 gazy cieplarniane 0

4
enhanced  

greenhouse effect
0

nasilenie efektu  
cieplarnianego

0

5
greenhouse gases 

emissions
0

emisje gazów  
cieplarnianych

0

6 carbon cycle 

k-3 / science / chemi-
stry / earth and at-

mosphere / the carbon 
cycle (p. 207)

cykl węglowy / obieg 
węgla w przyrodzie 

second stage of prima-
ry school / chemistry 
/ oxygen, hydrogen 
and their chemical 

compounds / (student) 
describes carbon cycle

7 carbon footprint 0 ślad węglowy 0
8 fossil fuels 0 paliwa kopalne 0
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no.
The national curriculum (england) core curriculum (poland)

keyword*
number of mentions 

and the context
keyword (pL)

number of mentions 
and the context

9 energy

23 times, but without 
clear connection to 

climate change
k-3 / science/ biology 
/ material cycles and 

energy / photosynthe-
sis / the dependence of 
almost all life on earth 
on the ability of pho-

tosynthetic organisms, 
[…] to use sunlight in 

photosynthesis to build 
organic molecules that 
are an essential energy 
store and to maintain 
levels of oxygen and 

carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere (p. 204)

k-3 / physics / energy 
/ fuels and energy 
resources (p. 208)

energia

33 times, but without 
clear connection to 

climate change
second stage of educa-

tion / geography / 
geography of europe 

/ differentiation of 
energy sources in 

countries of europe; 
relations between 

natural environment 
characteristics and 

energy industry
(p. 120, 122, 123)

 

10
deforestation /  
reforestation

k-2 / science year 4 / 
living things and their 
habitats / pupils should 

explore examples of 
human impact (both 
positive and negative) 
on environments, for 

example, the posi-
tive effects of nature 

reserves, ecologi-
cally planned parks, 

or garden ponds, and 
the negative effects 
of population and 

development, litter or 
deforestation (p. 185)

wylesianie / zalesianie 0

11 climate change impact 0 skutki zmiany klimatu 0

12
climate change  

mitigation
0

przeciwdziałanie  
zmianie klimatu

0

13
ecological  

transformation
0

transformacja  
ekologiczna

0

14
adaptation to climate 

change 
0

adaptacja do zmiany 
klimatu

0
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no.
The national curriculum (england) core curriculum (poland)

keyword*
number of mentions 

and the context
keyword (pL)

number of mentions 
and the context

15
planetary boundaries 
/ tipping points of the 

climate system 
0

granice planetarne 
/ punkty krytyczne 

w ziemskim systemie 
klimatycznym

0

16 environmental limits

k-3 / science / che-
mistry / earth and 
atmosphere / earth 

as a source of limited 
resources and the 

efficacy of recycling 
(p. 207)

środowiskowe  
granice wzrostu

0

17
sustainability /  

sustainable  
development

0 zrównoważony rozwój

introduction: a school 
builds students’ 

attitudes of esteem to 
natural environment, 
promotes sustainable 

development and 
motivates them to eco-

logical activism and 
interests in ecology 

(p. 14)
biology / (student) 

presents renewable and 
non-renewable natural 
resources and proposes 
rational management 
of them according to 

the rules of sustainable 
development (p. 141)

18 sustainable style of life 0
zrównoważony styl 

życia
0

19
citizen initiatives for 

climate 
0

aktywność obywatelska 
na rzecz klimatu

0

* the list of keywords were combined from the categorisation keys of chew-chung chang and Lib-
erty pascua (2017), agnieszka kozłowska (2021) and set of climate change literature (budziszewska, 
kardaś, bohdanowicz, 2021; giddens, sutton, 2017; Maslin, 2014)

as it is shown in Table 2, climate change education practically does not exist 
neither in polish core curriculum, nor in the counterpart document for england. 
From among 19 words, key for climate change concept, 16 did not occur in the 
core curriculum even once. The three which did – carbon cycle, energy, and sus-
tainable development – were not referred to the climate change concept, however, 
they were in some way linked with human influence on natural environment. 
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Further analysis of the content confirmed these observations: there is no word on 
climate change in the polish national curriculum standard, at the level of primary 
school and kindergarten. 

The national curriculum for england is similar in this context. From among 
19 words of categorisation key, 14 were absent. The present ones were the follow-
ing: climate change, carbon cycle, energy, deforestation, and environmental limits. 
Just as in the polish core curriculum, none of them referred directly to climate 
change. For example, the only mention on climate change, at the k-3 level, reads: 
“the production of carbon dioxide by human activity and the impact on climate”.

discussion

The absence of climate change concept in polish and british national curriculum 
frameworks is a surprise, as both poland and the uk are obliged by international 
agreements, as the unFccc, to promote education and raise awareness on climate 
change. The result was unexpected also because of the fact that preparation and 
negotiation of both studied documents had taken place in the second decade of 
the 21st century (2013 for the uk, 2016 for poland), when both poland and the uk 
were member states of the eu – one of the most green and sustainable economies 
in the world. While, as it was shown by kent portney (2015), in the us, in some 
states, the idea of sustainability was legally questioned, and in this respect a new 
ecological paradigm and the concept of sustainability were controversial in the 
us – the eu incorporated it into the core of its main developmental strategy and 
uses legislative and non-legislative measures to convince the eu member states 
to implement the idea into practice (european commission, 2019).

one of the possible reasons for the result of the study is politicised procedure 
of constructing the national curriculum in both countries. as albert Victor kelly 
(2009) noticed in his 6th edition of handbook on the national curriculum, “[…] 
education is essentially a political activity, that the education system is the de-
vice by which an advanced society prepares its young for adult life in the society 
[…]. The political context, then, is a major element in any scheme or system of 
education, and one without reference to which such a scheme or system cannot 
be properly understood” (p. 187).

The procedure and practice of preparing the curriculum in poland and the uk 
justify the hypothesis that politics may be, in some way, a reason for the absence of 
climate change education in the studied documents. in both cases, the participation 
of educational experts in the negotiations of the national curriculum frameworks 
was limited, and official comments or statements on the lack of climate change in 
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curriculum, however submitted by social partners, were ignored by responsible 
ministers. it is why the whole responsibility for the result – the eventual content 
of documents – must be taken by politicians. 

in 2013, during public negotiations of the draft of the national curriculum, 
graham research institute on climate change and the environment submitted 
some comments on the lack of climate change topic in a working paper for the 
national curriculum (Hicks, Ward, Lester, 2013). They reckoned that the purpose 
of the curriculum was “[…] to provide pupils with an introduction to the core 
knowledge that they need to be educated citizens” (Hicks, Ward, Lester, 2013, 
p. 3). in this context, the authors wrote that they were “[…] particularly concerned 
that the national curriculum should provide pupils with the essential knowledge, 
skills and understanding about climate change, which could profoundly affect the 
lives of current and future generations” (p. 3). The authors criticised fragmentised 
character of climate education, disseminated between several subjects and projected 
only for the k-4 level of education. They wrote: 

given the uk’s legally binding commitments to take action on climate change and to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, policy decisions are already being taken that will 
have important implications and consequences for younger generations. young people 
must understand their role in creating emissions, and ways to mitigate climate change 
and adapt to those impacts of climate change that are now unavoidable. as such, the 
national curriculum should ensure they are equipped with the core knowledge about 
climate change as part of their compulsory education. (Hicks, Ward, Lester, 2013, p. 5) 

others criticised limited debate on the national curriculum, politicization and 
even “[…] de-intellectualisation of the curriculum debate” (kelly, 2009, p. 235). 

public debate on the core curriculum in poland also faced massive criticism. 
The document has been prepared in a hurry, without professional debate and 
involvement of highly regarded researchers and experts in the field. in 2016, the 
Ministry of national education in poland appointed several tens of experts to 
write a new core curriculum but refused to make their names public. They were 
revealed 2 years later in the atmosphere of scandal, after new curriculum was 
published in 2017 and met media attacks of being fragmentary, inconsistent, un-
modern, retrograde, too traditional, unsuitable to demands of contemporary and 
future world (suchecka, 2018). 

it is difficult to settle if the absence of climate change education in stud-
ied national curricula is the result of ignorance or rather conscious decision of 
decision-makers in educational policy. That question needs further studies, con-
ducted under elliot eisner’s concept of null curriculum (eisner, 1985). The sense 
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of null curriculum is that what is not learnt is equally important as what is put 
into educational standard. The reasons for omitting climate change education 
in a national curriculum are worthy of reflection and the role of politics in this 
respect seems a promising direction of studying. 

Lack of climate change education in the national curriculum framework in 
poland should be placed in a wider context of environmental education, which 
is treated marginally in the curriculum. in my previous work, i demonstrated 
that the concept of environmental education in curriculum is rooted in biology, 
moreover, in biological theory. expressions as ecological crisis, climate change, 
ecological transformation do not occur in the document, which is written from 
an anthropocentric perspective and is silent in the topic of human responsibility 
for the ecological crisis (kozłowska, 2021). These aspects – of necessity of chang-
ing humans’ attitude to environment, revising environmental ethics, focusing 
on “change” in the climate change expression, developing thinking on climate 
change in a wider context, concentrating not only on scientific knowledge, but 
also biocentric thinking and doing – were raised by several authors (attfield, 2018; 
gonzález-gaudiano, Meira-cartea, 2019; reid, 2018; stevenson, nicholls, White-
house, 2017). as chew-Hung chang pointed out in his book on climate change 
education, “[c]onsequently, i argue that cce should be built on the foundations 
of moral responsibility to the environment” (chang, 2016, p. 147). similar point 
represents Magdalena ochwat – a polish researcher who postulates to introduce 
into school practice an interdisciplinary trend – ecological humanities (ochwat, 
2020a, 2020b). However, the discussion on the necessity of changing paradigm in 
environmental education in national curriculum, needs first to incorporate the 
topic into curriculum framework, and this is problematic not only in poland and 
the uk. as it was demonstrated in the recent unesco report, which analysed 
50 curricula frameworks or other strategic policy documents in 50 countries, “[e]
ducation is not giving students sufficient knowledge to adapt, act and respond to 
climate change and environmental crises” (unesco, 2021). 

completing national curricula with the topic of climate change, placed in 
a wider context of environmental crisis, is a matter of emergency. such a judgment 
is shared by polish environmentalists, who may be a game changer in this matter. 
in June and July 2021, environmental and ecological ngos in poland, including 
un global compact network poland, WWF, Młodzieżowy strajk klimatyczny 
[youth climate strike], in partnership with business and science representatives, 
organised round Table on climate change education in Warsaw school of eco-
nomics. it was high-level meeting with participation of members of polish parlia-
ment, government, and chancellery of the president of the republic of poland. 
although ministers for environment and for education did not come, this meeting 
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was followed by media discussion on the need of climate change education in the 
national curriculum framework in poland and made public exchange of opinions 
between ministers (zaremba, 2021). 

However, the level of engagement and readiness to introduce necessary changes 
into core curriculum of poland seems to be higher between young people and 
citizens than civil servants. during the meeting, szymon kacprzak from youth 
climate strike said: 

young people see this [the effects of climate change – a.k.], they have eyes, and 
they are more and more aware of changes of climate that occur. unfortunately, they 
have no knowledge which could help them to cope with the results of observations. 
because of a lack of school education on climate change, they often use internet as 
a source of information, and there they may find also fake news and the rhetoric of 
climate change neglecters, who persuade that there is “nothing to worry”, whereas, 
literary, the earth is burning under our feet. (zaremba, 2021) 

participants of round Table decided to send a petition to prime Minister 
chancellery on an urgent need of climate change education in the national curricu-
lum. The petition, initiated by WWF poland, youth climate strike and partners, 
was signed by over 60,000 of polish citizens and was another voice concerning 
climate change education (#Tak dla edukacji klimatycznej, 2021), in addition 
to parliamentary interpellations which were submitted on behalf of citizens in 
2020 and 2021 (aniśko et al., 2020; Hanajczyk, 2021; rutka et al., 2020). These 
initiatives did not cause expected answer from the government, however, minister 
for education agreed that climate change should be incorporated into national 
curriculum framework and promised that he would take necessary decisions in 
the nearest years (gomulski, 2021). as it was said by david orr (2004, cited in 
stevenson, nicholls, Whitehouse, 2017), “[w]e are still educating our children as 
if there were no planetary emergency”. if we want to be responsible for the safe 
future of the planet, this must change. 

concLusions

both studied documents – the polish core curriculum and the national curricu-
lum for the uk, are practically devoid of climate change concept and knowledge 
at studied levels of education. among 19 keywords which were examined in cur-
ricula, only 3 were present in the polish national curriculum and only 5 in the 
english one. Those which were present, however, were not directly connected with 
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the climate change concept. This absence of cce exists regardless of official mo-
tions, which were submitted during public consultations of the documents, and 
regardless binding commitments of poland and the uk to provide an education 
on climate change. The reason for that may lay in politicization of the proce-
dure of preparation of the documents, and a treatment of educational policy and 
curriculum in an instrumental way, as a tool of political agenda. However, this 
explanation needs further studies. 

Lack of climate change in national curriculum frameworks, one of the most 
important challenges in the contemporary world, may be also discussed under 
the concept of null curriculum, in which the subject of the study is not what is 
present, but what is absent in a curriculum. However, this needs further studies 
focused on the procedure and history of the construction of studied documents.

sTudy LiMiTaTions

The study covered only part of curricula, dedicated for kindergarten and primary 
school levels (key stages 1–3 in england, 1 and 2 level of education in poland). cli-
mate change, as a complicated concept, may be incorporated in a national curriculum 
at higher levels of education which had not been studied in this work. it is also 
important that national curriculum is only a framework for school curricula. There 
are no legal barriers to include climate change into school curriculum. To examine 
this, further studies are needed on school curricula and then, achieved curriculum. 
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edukacJa kLiMaTyczna W poLskieJ i bryTyJskieJ podsTaWie prograMoWeJ

Wprowadzenie: obecność i treść edukacji klimatycznej w podstawie programowej (narodo-
wych standardach programowych) interesuje coraz większą grupę badaczy na całym świecie, 
w miarę jak transformacja ekologiczna, stanowiąca odpowiedź na kryzys klimatyczny, staje 
się priorytetem w politykach rozwojowych rozwiniętych gospodarczo państw świata. Cel 
badań: celem pracy jest porównanie polskiej i angielskiej podstawy programowej pod kątem 
obecności w niej edukacji klimatycznej. Metoda badań: Materiał do analizy stanowiły dwa 
dokumenty: Podstawa programowa kształcenia ogólnego oraz jej brytyjski odpowiednik, The 
National Curriculum for England. badaniem objęto etap kształcenia dzieci w wieku przed-
szkolnym i szkolnym (polska szkoła podstawowa, angielskie etapy edukacyjne k-1, k-2, k-3). 
zastosowana w pracy metoda badawcza to analiza tekstu, oparta na zmodyfikowanym kluczu 
kategoryzacyjnym, zawierającym słowa kluczowe dla terminu „zmiana klimatu”. Wyniki: 
zagadnienie zmiany klimatu jest niemal nieobecne w polskiej podstawie programowej dla 
badanych etapów edukacyjnych (przedszkole i szkoła podstawowa). Tylko 3 z 19 kategorii 
znaczeniowych z Klucza było obecnych w Podstawie, ale nie są one bezpośrednio odniesione do 
zmiany klimatu. angielski odpowiednik Podstawy zawiera 5 słów z klucza kategoryzacyjnego, 
podobnie, bez bezpośrednich odniesień do zmiany klimatu, choć w nawiązaniu do degradacji 
środowiska naturalnego. Wnioski: oba badane standardy programowe są pozbawione eduka-
cji klimatycznej. angielska podstawa programowa okazała się nieco bliższa temu wyzwaniu 
współczesności, jednak różnica jest niewielka. przyczyną braku tego zagadnienia w Podstawie 
może być, podobna w obu krajach, scentralizowana i upolityczniona procedura tworzenia tego 
dokumentu, która nie sprzyja zmianie treści i wprowadzaniu nowych wątków. Warto dokładniej 
zbadać polityczny kontekst jako prawdopodobną przyczynę ominięcia edukacji klimatycznej 
w obu podstawach programowych, jako uwarunkowania „nieobecnego programu” eisnera.

Słowa kluczowe: podstawa programowa, edukacja ekologiczna, edukacja klimatyczna, upoli-
tycznienie procedury tworzenia Podstawy, polityka edukacyjna




